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HOTEL AX is a brand new artistic 
playground and a place for relaxed 
inspiration. Hotel AX is opening 
its doors to art and the Helsinki 
art scene – but it is also an art 
experience in itself. The hotel’s name 
– the Art Experience – is rooted 
in the idea of a comprehensive art 
experience.

The first art hotel in the Nordic 
region has been realised in 
collaboration with some of Finland’s 
foremost modern artists. And sitting 
in the director’s chair is interior 
architect, designer and sculptor 
Stefan Lindfors. Finnish modern art 
is at the heart of the concept. In 
addition to a diverse collection of 
works inside and outside the building, 
AX will be a platform, enabler and 
gateway for guests into Helsinki 
culture and artistic life more broadly.

PRIMEHOTELS OY  A Finnish 
company that owns, builds and 
operates premium hotels in 
several locations around Finland. 
Primehotels is a chain of hotels 
where each hotel is an independent, 
individual, high-quality and unique 
place of its own in terms of both the 
setting and the services. 

We operate Hotel Katajanokka and 
Hotel Rantapuisto in Helsinki, Hotel 
Oscar in Varkaus, Hotel Sveitsi 
in Hyvinkää, and Hotel Casino in 
Savonlinna. In addition to these five 
hotels in various parts of Finland, 
Primehotels is opening two new 
hotels – Hotel AX and Hotel Mestari 
– in Helsinki in 2022, and, in 2023, 
it will open Hotel Grand Hansa, 
which will be part of The Unbound 
Collection™ by Hyatt. One thing our 
hotels have in common: a genuine 
passion for hospitality. Primehotels’ 
CEO is Tomi Peitsalo.  READ MORE

https://www.primehotels.fi/en/


HOTEL AX 
VÄLIMERENKATU 18 
00220 HELSINKI

NUMBER OF ROOMS: 

173
ROOM RATES: 

From EUR 146 
depending on the date  
and room type
NUMBER OF FLOORS: 

9
FLOOR AREA OF THE HOTEL: 

5,500 m2
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 

2022

AX RESTAURANT is a new local 
restaurant opening in Jätkäsaari. 
The 85-seater AX Restaurant has a 
relaxed living-room-style atmosphere 
and panoramic windows opening 
out onto the urban Jätkäsaari 
streetscape, which was the main 
influence on the restaurant’s setting 
and food profile. 

In earlier times, Jätkäsaari was 
the destination for ships bringing 
ingredients, spices and flavours from 
all four corners of the world, and this 
is also reflected in the restaurant’s 
seasonal menu. The bold dishes with 
big flavours are crafted from high-
quality ingredients, sourced with 
responsibility and a local touch. Food 
is serious business, but we are not 
afraid to play with it!

The restaurant is open from early in 

the morning until late in the evening, 
as is the AX BAR , which serves 
popular beers, a carefully chosen 
range of wines, and the bartender’s 
exciting selection of cocktails. Follow 
the winding staircase down to AX 
UNDER , the hotel’s breakfast and 
event space, which is bristling with 
art and surprises. In the summer, 
the restaurant expands into the 
courtyard terrace – the oasis-like AX 
GARDEN  – a meeting place designed 
in collaboration with Kyrö Distillery for 
everyone in Jätkäsaari.

ARCHITECT: 

Ari Ahonen, SARC Architects
INTERIOR DESIGNER: Stefan Lindfors
RESTAURANT: AX Restaurant
OTHER FACILITIES AND SERVICES: AX Under meeting venue, 
AX Rouge function room, AX Garden terrace
OPERATOR: Primehotels
LESSOR: Terrieri Kiinteistöt
PLOT OWNER: S-Bank Tontti 
Erikoissijoitusrahasto 



THE TEAM

Hotel AX is a gateway to Helsinki’s art world, so its employees are also 
committed to creating experiences with art. As such, building up years 
of experience in the sector is good, but that alone is not enough – the 
personnel need to embrace the experimental atmosphere of the hotel to 
the full. The opportunity for free self-expression must be guaranteed, both 
for guests and for the personnel.

Riitta Liikamaa
is the General Manager of Hotel 
AX. Riitta, who has worked in the 
hotel and tourism industry for 
almost her entire career, holds 
that art is good for all of us – 
whether it creates a feeling of 
unbounded joy, wistfulness or 
confusion. 

Filip Forsberg 
AX Restaurant’s kitchen manager 
is the face behind the hotel’s 
food concept. The restaurant 
serves classics and modern 
dishes that Filip has created with 
a bold approach. Cooking is like 
creating art – when the lighting, 
tableware, aromas and staff 
dynamics are all OK, nothing can 
stand in the way of experiences.

Sari Lindberg 
is the AX hotel manager, and she 
has built up a wealth of experience 
over nearly 30 years in the sector. 
She sees to it that all encounters at 
the hotel are warm and reciprocal. 
Hotel AX, buzzing with life, is an 
ever-changing source of inspiration 
for Sari, the other personnel and the 
hotel’s guests.

Joel Salonen 
the youngest member of the 
personnel, serving as the restaurant 
manager with a big smile on his face. 
Joel’s educational background in 
hospitality ensures that the hotel 
creates a safe and supportive 
setting for all kinds of activity – 
whether it is the everyday work 
of the restaurant or a special 
celebration.



ROOMS 

Hotel AX’s unique rooms serve guests looking for relaxation, as well as more adventurous 
spirits who yearn for inspiration or an entirely new playground of creativity. Unique 
artworks, fluffy Joutsen down duvets and natural Dermosil Juuri products in the 
bathroom create an ideal setting for your visit.

LOVE LETTER WITH A VIEW  is a 
creative studio for lovers of letters and big 
emotions, crowned by the urban landscape 
spreading out over Jätkäsaari and a 
selection of the most beautiful love letters 
from years gone by. READ MORE

NOVEL CORNER is a stylish and 
atmospheric hotel room decked out with 
works of prose. The bookshelf contains 
something for everyone – romantic, 
adventurous or relaxing. READ MORE

FAIRYTALE CORNER is a unique, 
fantastic and magical hotel room full of 
fairytales, whisking the guest far away from 
the bustle and responsibility of everyday 
life. In this world of magical fables, guests 
can draw inspiration from all around, 
including the urban landscape showcased 
by the large corner window. READ MORE

POEM KING  is the ideal choice for lovers 
of poetry, with a bookshelf stacked with 
carefully selected works for every taste. 
Metaphors and poetry will transport the 
guest into a world far away from everyday 
responsibilities, and the panoramic window 
overlooking the rooftops of Jätkäsaari and 
the soft and inviting bed are the icing on the 
cake. READ MORE

https://hotelax.fi/en/room/love-letter-with-a-view/
https://hotelax.fi/en/room/novel-corner/
https://hotelax.fi/en/room/fairytale-corner/
https://hotelax.fi/en/room/poem-king/


MEETING
SPACES

Hotel AX is a great place to arrange any kind of 
meeting in a fresh, new way: surrounded by the 
influences of art and culture. AX has four adaptable 
rooms of different sizes where you can hold any 
event, from a large gala dinner to an intimate 
workshop. The modern, open, and fresh spaces give 
room for thoughts and inspiration. 

AX UNDER, A SPACIOUS ROOM TO SEAT 150 PEOPLE on 
the bottom floor, suitable for major events like launch parties and 
company celebrations. 

AX ROUGE, A 16-PERSON FUNCTION ROOM CONNECTED 
TO AX UNDER . A great venue for workshops, casual business 
meetings, or creative lunch meetings surrounded by art.

AX RESTAURANT – A RESTAURANT SPACE  that can be divided 
into two parts. The areas can be reserved together or separately. The 
entire space can accommodate 150 guests standing or 85 guests 
sitting. 

AX GARDEN – THE COURTYARD GARDEN CONNECTED TO 
THE RESTAURANT  where guests can arrange gatherings of up to 
40 people. The garden is included in restaurant reservations, offering 
a cosier break-out space for large events.  



ARTISTS

The man behind the experience:

TIMO SARPANEVA 
INKA KIVALO 

STEFAN BREMER 
HANNA VIHRIÄLÄ  

JARMO MÄKILÄ 
PEKKA JYLHÄ

JAN-ERIK ANDERSSON

NINA ROOS
MARTTI AIHA

RIIKKA PURONEN
ANTTI HAKKARAINEN

HENRI HASAN
PETTERI NISUNEN & 

TOMMI GRÖNLUND

Artists

The trailblazer and master conductor behind the experiences 
at Hotel AX is Stefan Lindfors. For Lindfors, Hotel AX 

represents a new design frontier – a rare opportunity to 
combine his skills as a designer and interior architect. The 

hotel’s look and feel bear the hallmarks of his work.

Hotel AX was realised in collaboration with some of Finland’s 
most prestigious contemporary artists, creating experiences 

across different branches of the arts.



ARTISTS

Stefan Lindfors 
The trailblazer and master conductor behind the experiences at 
Hotel AX is Stefan Lindfors. Lindfors is one of the few artists to 
have enjoyed an international career as a designer and an artist. He 
calls his field “applied art”, combining his three main areas of work: 
sculpture, design and architecture.

However, all his work has one thing in common: he always does it 
out of love. Lindfors only takes on assignments when he considers 
himself the right person for the job and he genuinely cares about 
the brief. His vision for Hotel AX was to create a gallery-like space 
that presents temporary exhibitions and emerging new artists and, 
above all, gives rise to new experiences.

Pekka Jylhä
Sculptor Pekka Jylhä was inspired at a young age to draw and 
paint the river scenery near his home, and this sparked his interest 
in the arts. He discovered sculpting at the University of Art and 
Design. His inspirations include ordinary stories, everyday dreams, 
playfulness, experiences and poetry. For Jylhä, the material 
has always been an important way of sending a message and 
communicating his ideas.

Jarmo Mäkilä
Jarmo Mäkilä is an acclaimed and internationally renowned Finnish 
visual artist. Throughout his career, Mäkilä has trodden his own 
path in Finnish art and been something of a trendsetter. Jarmo 
Mäkilä paints mindscapes. Although his works are firmly within 
the traditions of the representational image, their foundations 
are only partly constructed in visible reality. Over a long drafting 
and creative process, the motifs become mixed in with the artist’s 
personal memories and experiences, as well as snippets from films, 
literature, art history, and the everyday news stream. 

Hanna Vihriälä
Sculptor Hanna Vihriälä believes that art belongs to everyone. 
Vihriälä’s art is not shut away in galleries or museums – her works 
develop a relationship with the space around them in the midst of 
people’s day-to-day lives. Materials play a crucial role in Vihriälä’s 
works, as they are often intended to withstand the test of time and 
the weather. Vihriälä is happiest when a faint and unprecedented 
idea begins to take space and assume clarity for the viewer as well. 

Stefan Bremer
According to photographic artist Stefan Bremer, people’s faces are 
a landscape that he will never tire of examining. The overarching 
theme of his work is the human. Bremer’s oeuvre is full of 
emotionally charged imagery: he has delved into the mindscapes of 
Finnish men and women and highlighted individuals with a powerful 
empathy. Bremer throws himself into his work completely. His works 
have been his contribution to political discourse on morality and 
ideals, and he has used photography as a tool for propaganda. 

Inka Kivalo
Inka Kivalo’s loom, carved from spruce roots well over a century 
ago, is the starting point for all her textile art. Kivalo is one of the 
most prominent Finnish textile artists, and she is inspired by the 
tradition of textiles. She is bringing an ancient weaving technique 
back to life through joy and play, painting with threads and imbuing 
her works with colour. Kivalo also uses an embroidery technique, 
like the one in the artwork at Hotel AX. When she uses her 
embroidery technique, she is free to move and is not tied down to 
one place.

Timo Sarpaneva
The grandfather of Timo Sarpaneva (1926–2006) worked as a 
village blacksmith and once forged the end of a scythe on his 
anvil. Young Timo, operating the bellows, was so spellbound by 
this work that he failed to notice the sparks flying out of the forge 
onto his bare legs. Sarpaneva went on to become a designer and 
sculptor, and an ambassador of Finnish design around the world. 
Sarpaneva’s works are diverse, ranging all the way from functional 
and art glass to graphics. Sarpaneva was fascinated by the unique 
optical properties of glass, calling it a spatial material. 

Petteri Nisunen and Tommi Grönlund
Petteri Nisunen and Tommi Grönlund are not interested in art that 
needs instructions on how to interpret it. The works created by 
this artistic duo often originate from little, everyday things that 
catch the eye or observations of nature that are a part of the 
major phenomena of the world, such as gravity and the relativity 
of time. As architects, they are at home with materials, structures 
and seriality. They create their art with nuts and bolts. Movement, 
light and sound play important roles in their works. The works by 
Nisunen and Grönlund are intended to make the viewer realise the 
sheer volume of incredible things in the world.



ARTISTS

Jan-Erik Andersson
Before Jan-Erik Andersson embarked on his career as an artist, 
he worked as a chemist in Stockholm. Andersson wanted to 
change the world, and he believed he could do it while working as a 
chemist. One summer, Andersson, whose hobbies included drawing, 
attended a painting camp, after which he swapped his career in 
chemistry for art. Today, he is known as an artist that transcends 
different fields of art. Andersson’s art is often playful, energetic 
and colourful. The holistic role of art in the construction of space is 
at the heart of his thinking. At its peak, a work can create a space in 
which it evolves to become part of the environment and its people.

Jussi Niva
Visual artist Jussi Niva had an interest in art at an early age, but at 
the time, it was considered an unusual hobby in Niva’s small home 
time in Lapland. His hobby transformed into a profession when he 
studied at the Academy of Visual Arts. In addition to creating art, 
Niva has represented Finland at the Venice Biennale and worked 
in teaching positions. Niva’s work focuses on instrumentality 
– the way a work physically appears in a space. For him, the 
primary function of a painting is to kindle, activate and modify the 
environment of which the work is part. Although Niva’s works are 
often serene and abstract, three-dimensionality and movement add 
a narrative dimension that captivates the viewer.

Martti Aiha
In the 1960s, itchy feet prompted Martti Aiha to move to Helsinki 
without any real plans. The country boy’s manual skills and drawing 
hobby steered him towards an art and design evening school and, 
ultimately, to embark on a career as an artist. Since then, Aiha has 
worked as a sculptor, painter and teacher of art. As an artist, Aiha 
is an idealist who relies on his own sensibilities, and his themes 
often have a poetic edge but never a political one. He gives careful 
consideration to what he wants to say with his art, but he allows 
the creative process to freely expand the theme and form the work.

Nina Roos
Visual artist Nina Roos liked literature and the theatre at a young 
age. However, her studies in the history of art stirred an interest in 
art and the creation of artworks. Roos discovered her passion for 
painting when she began studying art in Sweden. Roos is interested 
in the direct connection between thinking and the marks made 
by the hand. The most successful works are the ones in which 
she discovers the most precise expression of her thoughts. The 
artist searches for ways to emphasise the spatiality of a painting 
because, for her, the painting is not just a flat image – it is a larger 
physical essence.

Riikka Puronen
Artist Riikka Puronen knew what profession she would choose at a 
young age. She graduated from art college to attend the Academy 
of Visual Arts, and she has worked with art ever since, constantly 
seeking new approaches to her subjects. Nowadays, she uses 
sculptural techniques, and she believes that new ways of creating 
forms can be discovered by adjusting her working methods. The 
subject of a work is often defined and refined through tools, work 
phases and physical creativity.

Antti Hakkarainen
Antti Hakkarainen has been keen on drawing and painting since 
he was a child. Antti’s hobbies expanded to take in a graffiti style 
inspired by the hip hop and skate culture that arrived in Finland 
in the late 1990s. Skateboarding, graffiti and the life experiences 
accumulated through them have provided a source of inspiration 
ever since. Among other things, Hakkarainen has painted the 
skatepark at Redi and worked on paintings at the Suvilahti 
skatepark over three summers. His style is abstract, and, at first 
glance, it rarely seems to depict anything directly. 

Henri Hasan
Art was always present in Henri Hasan’s home, and it was strongly 
encouraged. Hasan draws inspiration from everyday life, society, 
nature and, reportedly, also from dreams on lucky nights.



Hotel AX. 
Inside Art.
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